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Abstract.. We derive an equation for calculating the flux density of a pulsar from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
off  a tied-array observation made with a digital filterbank at a multiple-dish observatory. We show that all dishes 
mustt have an equal size to get the maximum SNR. We show that our equation agrees with an equation that was 
derivedd for a single-dish observation with an analog filterbank (Dewey et al. 1985). We apply our results to some 
testt observations made with the PuMa backend at the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. 

Keyy words. Instrumentation: interferometers - Methods: data analysis - Pulsars: general 

1.. Introduction 

Inn many pulsar research fields the flux densities of ra-
dioo pulsars need to be determined, such as in scintilla-
tionn studies, population syntheses and studies of pulsar 
spectra.. These observations are often made with single-
dishh telescopes. The flux density is then determined by 
comparingg the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the observed 
pulsess with the SNR of a calibrated amplitude-modulated 
noisee signal, which is injected before the receiver. 

Thiss flux density determination method differs from 
thee method used in standard synthesis observations 
att multiple-dish telescopes. Here, signals from different 
dishess are correlated and the flux density is determined 
byy comparing the amount of correlated signal with the 
amountt of correlated signal during an observation of a 
calibratorr source with a known flux density. 

Onlyy recently has pulsar detection equipment been in-
stalledd at synthesis array telescopes, such as the Very 
Largee Array (VLA , Hankins 1999) and the Westerbork 
Synthesiss Radio Telescope (WSRT, Voute et al. 2001). 
Whenn pulsars are observed at these observatories, the sig-
nalss of (a subset of) all dishes are added together in phase. 
Thiss is called the tied-array mode. 

Inn this mode the flux density of a pulsar can be de-
terminedd by injecting noise in all receivers, but this is not 
veryy practical, since it requires many precisely identical 
noisee sources or a thorough knowledge of each individual 
one. . 

SendSend offprint requests to: M. L. A. Kouwenhoven, e-mail: 
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Thee flux density can also be determined directly from 
thee observed SNR of the pulsar. For this method certain 
parameters,, such as the receiver temperature and the gain 
off  the system, must be known from other observations. 
Thiss paper derives the relevant equations and apply them 
too test observations made with PuMa, the pulsar machine 
att the WSRT. 

Deweyy et al. (1985) have discussed a similar prob-
lemm for single-dish observations made with an analog fil-
terbank.. We describe a multiple-dish observation made 
withh a digital filterbank. This result can be applied 
too all synthesis array observatories, both existing and 
planned,, such as the Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope 
(GMRT,, Ananthakrishnan 1995), the Low Frequency 
Arrayy (LOFAR) and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA, 
e.g.. van Haarlem 2000). 

First,, we show that observing a pulsar with multiple 
dishess (thus with multiple noisy receivers) is in principle 
ass good as observing it with a single-dish telescope of the 
samee total area (Sect. 2). After that, we derive an equation 
thatt expresses the flux density of a pulsar as a function 
off  its observed SNR by following the signal through the 
observatoryy (Sect. 3), the digital filterbank (Sect. 4) and 
thee off-line data reduction (Sect. 5). Finally, this result 
iss compared with earlier work by Dewey et al. (1985) in 
Sect.. 6. 

2.. Single dish versus multiple dishes 

Onee might expect that a single-dish observation of a pulsar 
resultss in a better SNR than an observation with multiple 
dishes,, with the same total area. After all, in the latter 

http://uu.nl
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Fig.. 1. Three telescope configurations with the same total 
area,, (a) single dish, (b) two dishes of equal area, (c) two dishes 
off  unequal area 

casee each dish has its own receiver that adds noise to the 
signal. . 

AA pulsar emits beamed electromagnetic radiation. Due 
too the rotat ion of the pulsar a telescope on Ear th receives 
aa pulsed signal added to the steady noise from the back-
groundd sky. The t ime interval during which the telescope 
receivess a signal from the pulsar is called the 'on-pulse'. 
Thee complementary interval is called the 'off-pulse'. 

Thee electromagnetic radiat ion is focussed by the dishes 
andd converted into an electric signal, i.e. voltage varying 
inn time. Amplifiers in the receivers add some noise to the 
signal.. The signal-to-noise rat io of the pulsar is defined as 
thee difference of the power during the on- and off-pulse 
dividedd by the power during the off-pulse. 

SNRSNR = 
PonPon ~ -Poff P, 

Pof f 
psr r 

'' n 
( i ; ; 

wheree Pp sr is the power received from the pulsar and PD is 
thee off-pulse noise power. In the following the noise from 
thee background sky is neglected and hence the off-pulse 
noisee is just the noise from the receiver. This is a valid 
assumptionn for most radio observations above 700 MHz. 

Thee power of a voltage signal with zero mean equals 
it ss variance a2. If there is only one dish with area A and 
onee receiver (Fig. l a ), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNRa) is: 

SNRaa = psr,a a (2) ) 

AGC C ADC C AT, , 

LO O 

AGC C ADC C A T , , Add d 

LO O 

" A A AGC C ADC C A T . . 

LO O 

Fig.. 2. Generalised signalpath in a multiple-dish observatory 
withh a tied-array mode (single polarisation). The observatory 
hass a number of receivers, followed by a mixer, a low-pass fil-
ter,, an automatic gain control (AGC), an analog-to-digital con-
verterr (ADC) and a delay unit (AT*) . Finally, all signals are 
addedd together 

Thee noise from each dish has a variance an  ̂ and this 
noisee adds incoherently, so for the variance of the added 
off-pulsee signal: 

' n ,b b == (>/2<Va)' == 2cr; (4) ) 

andd from this i t is clear that the signal-to-noise ratio in 
thiss case (SNRb) remains the same as compared to the 
single-dishh case: SNRb = SNRA. 

Thiss alters when both dishes are not of equal size. If 
thee first dish has an area aA with 0 < o < 1 (Fig. lc) the 
finall  SNRC is given by: 

SNRSNRCC =[\  + \ A ( l - a ) j SNRa. (5) ) 

So,, in the extreme cases (a = 0 or a = 1, i.e. two receivers, 
butt only one dish of size A), the SNR halves as one would 
expectt when noise of equal power is added to case (a). Eq. 
55 has a maximum for a = i , which corresponds to case (b). 
Thiss can be generalised to multiple-dish observations: all 
dishess must have an equal size to get the maximum SNR. 

Whenn there are two dishes of equal area ^ (Fig- lb)) 
eachh receiver wil l receive half the power from the pulsar 
andd hence the voltage of that part of the signal wil l be 
-4== times the voltage of the single-dish case. However, the 
vv 2 
pulsarr signals from both dishes are coherent, so when they 
aree added (after a correction for the time delay caused by 
thee difference in position of the two dishes) the voltages 
addd linearly, so for the variance: 

'psr ,b b == 2 
1 1 

' psr ,a a == 2a psr ,a' ' (3) ) 

Notee that there is no conservation of power in this adding 
process.. The device that adds these signals needs to be an 
activee element. 

3.. Signalpath in a multiple-dish observatory 

Thee general layout of a multiple-dish observatory with a 
t ied-arrayy mode is displayed in Fig. 2. The telescope has 
aa number of dishes, which are assumed to be of equal size. 
Eachh dish has its own frontend, which usually contains two 
receiverss for two orthogonal polarisations (linear or circu-
lar).. The signals from all receivers are mixed (i.e. multi-
plied)) with a local oscillator signal to bring them down to 
basebandd and are sent through a low-pass filter. Multipl e 
mixingg and filtering stages can be present. An automatic 
gainn control regulates the power of the signals before they 
aree digitised. Since the dishes are located at different posi-
tions,, the signals may have a finite travel-t ime delay with 
respectt to each other. These delays are compensated for in 
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thee delay unit. After this step the signals are added coher-
ently.. In the following subsections each step is described 
inn more detail. 

3.1.3.1. Receiver 

InIn the receiver the electromagnetic radiation from the pul-
sarr and from the sky background are converted into an 
electricc signal. The receivers are sensitive to signals in a 
frequencyy band with width B around a central sky fre-
quencyy /sky (B <C /sky)- The transfer function is frequency 
dependent,, but here it is assumed that this function is flat, 
i.e.. the power in all frequencies is passed with the same 
efficiencyy and the relative phases are preserved. 

Thee power of the sky background is equal to /cTsky 

perr unit of bandwidth and per polarisation, where k is 
thee Boltzmann coefficient and Tsky is the sky background 
temperaturee (e.g. Thompson et al. 1986). Note that this 
approximationn is valid only if /i/sky ^ kTsky, where h 
iss the Planck constant. The noise that is added in the 
receiverr (Prec) can be expressed by a temperature r r e c, 
suchh that the total noise power Pn is given by: 

-Oii — * s k y i c — ™v,-*sky T J-rec)^- (6) ) 

Oftenn Trec is replaced by Tsys, which also includes other 
noisee contributions, e.g. due to atmospheric emission, 
groundd radiation which enters the receiver directly and 
otherr losses in the system1. 

Thee power received from the pulsar is 

Pr~Pr~ = \ T)*PAB JL- S, psr r (7) ) 

wheree the factor one half refers to a single polarisation, A 
iss the area of the dish and rjAp is the aperture efficiency 
factor.. S is the time-averaged pulsar flux density, which is 
unknownn and has to be determined. During the on-pulse 
thee received flux density is p/WTec times the mean flux 
densityy 5, where p is the pulsar period and Wrec is the 
lengthh of the on-pulse. Fig. 3a shows an example of such a 
pulse.. During the on-pulse (between the dotted lines) the 
root-mean-squaree (rms) of the data is clearly larger than 
duringg the off-pulse. 

Wee assume throughout this paper that the pulse intrin-
sicallyy has a rectangular shape. This width of the received 
pulsess Wrec is dependent on the intrinsic pulse width W-int, 
thee dispersion measure DM of the pulsar and the band-
widthh B of the observation. Electrons in the interstellar 
mediumm impart a frequency dependency on the group ve-
locityy of electromagnetic waves. This effect is called dis-
persionn and causes the pulses from a pulsar to be smeared 
withinn a frequency band. Provided that B is much smaller 
thann the central sky frequency /sky, the extra width due 
too the dispersion smearing Wds is given by 

WWdsds « 8297.8 
BDM BDM 

(8) ) 
sky y 

(c)) After low —pass filtering 

T T 

(d)) After sompling and squaring 

(e)) After smoothing

(f)) After digitising 

(g)) After folding 

// ° "" r^r-^^-^/Wv-^v^^v 

Timee -» 

Fig.. 3. Illustration of an artificial signal at various stages along 
thee signalpath in a pulsar observation. The start and finish of 
thee on-pulse are indicated with dotted lines. The means of the 
signall  during the on- and off-pulse are indicated with dashed 
lines s 

wheree W<js is given in seconds, B and /sky in MHz. DM is 
thee dispersion measure, i.e. the integral of the electron 
densityy along the line of sight. In this equation it is ex-
pressedd in pc cm- 3 . The total length of the pulse is 
Wintt + Wds- However, the pulse is not equally strong over 
itss whole length. Therefore Wrec is defined as the effective 
pulsee width, i.e. the width of a rectangular pulse with the 
samee maximum amplitude (or power) and the same total 
energyy as the dispersed pulse. For a dispersed rectangular 
pulsee its effective width is equal to its half-power width. 
Thiss half-power width is given by: 

WWieciec = max{Wint,Wds-Wmt). (9) ) 

Notee that Tsys is usually defined as Trec + Tsky 

Somee pulses with different dispersion smearing are shown 
inn the top panel of Fig. 4. 
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Fig.. 4. Top panel: the power of dispersed pulses as received 
byy a receiver in four cases. Case a is the situation with no 
dispersion.. The effective pulse width of the pulses is equal to 
theirr half-power width. Only pulse d has a half-power width, 
whichh is not equal to its intrinsic pulse width. Bottom panel: 
effectivee pulse width after the receiver (Wiec) as a function of 
thee extra width due to dispersion smearing (Was)- The thick 
linee is the relation for a rectangular pulse, the thin line is the 
approximation.. The cases from the top panel are indicated with 
aa dot 

Eq.. 9 is approximated by 

WWri ri wL wL WL WL (10) ) 

whichh has the same limits for very small and very large 
valuess of the dispersion measure (bottom panel of Fig. 
4).. Eq. 10 also describes the effect on pulses with non-
rectangularr shapes well. 

Thee signal-to-noise ratio of the pulsar after the receiver 
i s: : 

SNRSNRTPCTPC = 
Pn n Vzp Vzp A A 

Pskvv + P* 2k2k T s k y+T r ec WT 

S S 

P P SS (W r ec<p), i r r 
•** sky ~r •* rec 

wheree G is the gain per dish. For fast pulsars with high 
dispersionn measures it is possible that the pulse is com
pletelyy smeared: WTec > p. In that case, the on-pulse and 
thee off-pulse can not be distinguished and the SNR equals 
zero. . 

Bothh the pulsar and the noise component (background 
skyy and receiver noise) of the signal are random noise and 
havee Gaussian distributions. The total signal is therefore 
Gaussiann noise, modulated with the received pulse profile. 
Thee variance is u\ during the off-pulse and o\-\-o\sx during 
thee on-pulse. So, the signal-to-noise ratio can be calculated 
fromm the voltages at this point: 

~2 2 

SNRSNRrPCrPC = psr r 
^2~ ~ 

(12) ) 

3.2.3.2. Mixer 

Thee signals must be transported from the frontends to 
thee observatory building. Low-frequency signals can travel 
throughh cables with less losses than high-frequency sig
nals.. Therefore the frequency band is shifted to lower fre
quenciess by a mixer followed by a low-pass filter (Sect. 
3.3). . 

Inn the frontend a wave sin(27r/£) is mixed with a pure 
sinusoidall wave from a local oscillator (LO) with frequency 
/LOO (/sky ~ /LO > 0) and phase <£: 

h(t)h(t) = sin27rft sin(27rfLOt + 4>) 

==  i [COS(2TT(/ - f0)t - <f>)  - COS(2TT(/ + fo)t + <j>)]

(13) ) 

InIn the frequency domain each frequency ƒ of the original 
spectrumm is mapped onto its difference (| ƒ — /LO I) a n d 
summ (ƒ -f /LO) frequencies, resulting in a low and a high-
frequencyy band. 

Thee SNR of a signal can also be determined in the 
frequencyy domain by taking the ratio of extra variance of 
thee Fourier coefficients during on-pulse and the variance 
duringg the off-pulse. This is equal to the SNR that was 
calculatedd from the variance of the time series during the 
on-- and off-pulse (Eq. 12), as will be proven for a sampled 
timee series in Sect. 4.3. 

Byy mixing the complex frequencies are only shifted 
inn the frequency domain and multiplied by a phase factor 
withh constant amplitude. The variance of the Fourier coef
ficientss is not altered. Therefore the SNR has not changed. 
Thiss is illustrated in figure 3b. The time series looks dif
ferentt from situation (a), since it now contains different 
frequencies. . 

3.3.3.3. Filter 

AA subsequent low-pass filter suppresses the high-frequency 
band.. This process only removes frequencies in the fre
quencyy domain, and therefore it has no influence on the 
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variancee of the remaining Fourier coefficients. Therefore 
thee SNR does not change. In Fig. 3c it can be seen that 
thee high-frequency components are now removed from the 
timee series. 

3.4.3.4. Automatic gain control 

Too prevent the signals from being too weak or too strong 
forr the subsequent digitisers, an automatic gain control 
(AGC)) regulates the power of the signals at this point. 
Byy keeping all powers at a constant level with respect to 
thee thresholds, the subsequent digitisers do not have to 
bee adapted when the signal strength changes, e.g. due to 
horizonn effects or interference. 

Inn general AGCs have a time-constant TAGC> i-e- the 
typicall time scale on which they regulate the signal. No 
modulationn with a time scale above a few times TAGC is 
presentt in the signal after this point. AGCs can have some 
unwantedd effects on the pulse profiles, especially if TAGC 
iss of the order of the width of the pulses. 

Pulsess having a width less than TAGC
 a r e hardly af

fected.. Features in the profiles with rise or fall times of 
lesss than TAGC (including broadening due to dispersion) 
alsoo pass unaffected. Broad pulses with a width well above 
''"AGCC are completely suppressed. Fortunately, this modu
lationn can be recovered when the signals from all dishes 
aree added together (Sect. 3.7). Pulses with widths in be
tweenn these extremes are partly affected. The SNR per 
dishh is reduced by a factor T]AGC'-

SNRAQCSNRAQC = VAGC(W) SNRrec, (14) 

withh 77AGC = 0 for a broad pulse and T^AGC = 1 for a 
narroww one. The precise description of 7]AGC is different 
forr each observatory. 

Too illustrate this effect we injected pulses from an ar
tificiall pulsar with different pulse periods into the signal-
pathh of the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (Baars 
&:: Hooghoudt 1974). The time-constants of the AGCs at 
thee WSRT are about a millisecond and rise to 5 millisec
ondss for a sudden strong jump in the power of the input 
signal.. No slow modulation with time scales above 5 mil
lisecondd will be present in signals after this point. It is 
unfortunatee that this time-constant is of the same order 
ass the rise times of the pulses of many pulsars. 

Thee total power profiles are shown in Fig. 5 and it is 
clearr that the AGC affects the pulse profiles. For pulse 
frequenciesfrequencies above 400 Hz, the AGC does not notice the 
modulation:: it is too fast (less than 0.5 ms). For very fast 
pulsarss the sharp edges of the pulse seem to be affected, 
butt this is just an artifact: these profiles contain 1024 bins 
andd the effective sampling time was 12.8 /is. That means 
thatt for pulse frequencies of 800 Hz and above the time be
tweenn two bins is less than the sampling time and consec
utivee bins are not independent anymore. A sudden jump 
inn the profile will therefore show up as a slope. 

Forr pulse frequencies just below 400 Hz the AGC starts 
too notice the modulation. During the on-pulse the AGC 

Stokess I 

TT ' 

Fig.. 5. Pulse profiles of the artificial pulsar that were affected 
byy the automatic gain control. The frequency of the artificial 
pulsarr is indicated above each profile 

correctss for the increased power level. The end of the pulse 
leadss to an undershoot of the power that is again corrected 
byy the AGC. For very low frequencies of the artificial pul
sarr only the edges of the profile remain visible: the rise 
andd fall times of the incoming pulses are very short com
paredd to the AGC time-constant, so the AGC can not 
affectt them. 

Thee time-constant of the AGC can be determined by 
fittingg an exponential to that part of the profiles where 
thee AGC corrects for the undershoot after the pulse went 
off.. For pulse frequencies in the range of 1 to 30 Hz we find 
aa time-constant of 3.9  0.1 ms. We note that our pulses 
aree quite strong and therefore the time-constant might be 
differentt for more weakly modulated signals. We also note 
thatt only few pulsars have such strong individual pulses 
thatt they can trigger the AGC, but in those cases the AGC 
hass a notable influence on the pulse profiles. 

3.5.3.5. Digitiser 

Nowadays,, the travel-time delays between signals from dif
ferentt dishes are removed digitally (Sect. 3.6). Therefore 
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thee signals have to be digitised and sampled at the Nyquist 
ratee first. 

Ann n-bit digitiser converts an analog signal into a dig
itall signal with 2n levels. In this process some amplitude 
andd phase information is lost. 

Thee amplitude loss has been described by 
Kouwenhovenn & Voute (2001). They write the SNR 
afterr digitising (SiVRdigo) as: 

SNRSNRdlg0dlg0 = Vdigo(SNRAGC) SNRAGc (15) 

andd calculate ??digo, i-e. the digitiser efficiency factor. So, 
anyy modulation that is left after the AGC is further re
duced,, irrespective of its time scale. 

Inn most observatories the number of bits used at this 
pointt is rather small. It seems to be rather common to 
usee 1.5 bits (i.e. 3 level quantisation) or 2 bits. For small 
valuess of SNRAGC the digitiser efficiency factor equals 
0.388 and 0.55 for a 1.5 and a 2-bit digitiser, respectively 
(Kouwenhovenn k Voute 2001). 

Theree is another side-effect of digitisation, which influ
encess the amount of coherent signal. All signals consist of 
aa coherent and an incoherent fraction. The signals that are 
receivedd from the sky (pulsar signal and part of the sky 
backgroundd noise) are coherent. This means that these 
aree present in the signals from all dishes with the same 
amplitudee and the same phase, but possibly delayed in 
time.. The noise from the receivers is incoherent. Digitising 
adverselyy affects the ratio of the coherent and incoher
entt part. The correlation coefficient gives the ratio of the 
powerr of the coherent part and the total power. Cooper 
(1970)) showed that for two weakly correlated signals, the 
correlationn coefficient after 1.5 and 2-bit digitisation is 
0.811 and 0.88 times the correlation coefficient before digi
tisation,, respectively. This factor is 0.89 and 0.94 when 
thee data are oversampled by a factor 2 (twice the Nyquist 
rate,, e.g. Thompson et al. 1986). 

3.6.3.6. Delay unit 

Thee sky signals from each dish can have different travel 
timee due to the distance between the dishes. These signals 
mustt be added coherently (see section 3.7) to get a max
imumm signal-to-noise ratio improvement. The travel-time 
differencess are usually compensated for by delaying them 
digitallyy with respect to each other, e.g. by storing them 
inn circular memory buffers. 

3.7.3.7. Adding unit 

Soo far, we have looked at the signals of each dish individ
ually.. The voltages from all dishes are then combined in 
ann adding unit. 

Eachh signal can be decomposed into three parts. First, 
thee pulsar signal, which is present during the on-pulse. 
Thee signals from all dishes contain this pulsed signal with 
thee same amplitude and phase, i.e. the pulsar signal is co
herent.. Secondly, a noise signal with constant power P sy s 

LL Fig. 6. Beam on the sky of a single dish, an array of 2 dishes 
andd an array of 12 equidistant dishes on a straight line. The 
separationn between the dishes is 5.76 times the diameter of 

II each dish. The grey-scale runs linearly from 0.0 (white) to 0.15 
(black)) times the central maximum of the beam. The ring is 

'' the first side-lobe of the central beam with a maximum of less 
thann 2% of the central maximum 

fromm the receiver and other noise sources in the system. 
Thiss part differs per dish and is incoherent. Finally, a sig
nall from the sky background, which consists of a coherent 
andd an incoherent part. The beam on the sky of an Ndish-
dishh array is 1/iVdish times smaller than that of each single 
dish.. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. 

Thee power during the on-pulse (PAGC.OII) and off-pulse 
(PAGC.off)) after the AGC (and before digitising) are: 

PAGC.OIII = <* AG c ( Ppsr + Psky + Psys), 
11 PAGC.off = Psky + -Psys, (16) 

wheree aAGC = 1 for a fast pulsar and PAGC,OII = PAGC,off 
forr a slow pulsar. After digitising, these numbers have 
changedd a little, such that the correlation coefficient be
tweenn signals from two dishes has gone down with the fac
torr derived by Cooper (1970) and the SNR has gone down 
byy a factor derived by Kouwenhoven & Voute (2001). We 
modell this by multiplying the on-pulse power by a factor 
c*digOO and by adding a constant term Pdig, which repre
sentss the digitisation noise, to both the on- and off-pulse: 

PdigO,onn = adigOC*AGc(Ppsr + P*sky + Psys) + Pdig, 

PdigO.offf = Psky + Psys + Pdig- (17) 

Inn the addition process the amplitudes of coherent sig
nalss add linearly, while the amplitudes of incoherent sig
nalss add on average as the square root of the number of 
addedd signals. The power of a signal is proportional to the 
squaree of the amplitudes. We now have to split the power 
fromm the background sky in a part that adds coherently 
(Psky,coh)) and a part that adds incoherently (Psky,incoh)-
Afterr adding the power during the on- and off-pulse are: 

Padd.onn = «digO a A G c ( N d i s h P p s r + N d i s h Psky,coh + 

Ndishh Psky,incoh + A^dish Psys) + Ndish Pdig, 

11 add,off = JMish Psky.coh + -^dish Psky,incoh + 

Ndishh Psys +AT d l s h Pdig- (18) 

S incee Psky,coh = Psky /^d i sh a n d Psky,incoh = Psky -
Psky,coh,, these equations reduce to: 

Padd.onn = Ö;digOQ:AGc(Ardish Ppsr + (2Ndish - 1) Psky + 

-Ndishh Psys) + Ndish Pdig, 

Padd.offf = (2/Vdish - 1) Psky + A^dish Psys + A^dish Pdig-(19) 
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andd the signal-to-noise ratio after adding SNR&dd can be 
calculatedd from this (see Eq. 1). Three cases will be dis
cussedd here: the pulse is highly dispersed so tha t the signal 
hass no modulation (W r e c > p), the signal has no modu
lationn due to the AGC (initial slow modulation) and the 
signall remains unaffected by the AGC (initial fast modu
lation). . 

Inn the first case P p s r is constant over the whole pulse 
periodd and SNRTec — 0; there is no off-pulse. However, 
a tt a later stage the on-pulse interval will become smaller 
thann the pulse period when the band is split into smaller 
channelss (Sect. 4.3). To be able to connect the SNR after 
thiss splitting to the flux density of the pulsar, we take P p s r 

fromm Eq. 7 with W r e c = V a n d we define a virtual SNR a t 
thiss point as the ratio of the pulsar power Padd,psr over 
thee noise power Padd,n in the added signal: 

SNRSNR&dd&dd = —— ^ a d d , ps r r Wdishh P, psr r 

••• add,n \  ̂ pj / • ' s ky T • ' sys 
(20) ) 

sincee C*AGC = Q;digO = 1> because the signal has no mod
ulationn at the point of the AGC and the digitiser. The 
ext raa power due to the digitisation has been included in 
thee system noise power P s y s-

Thee remaining signal in the second case has a constant 
power,, but the fraction of the coherent and incoherent 
par tss varies. The factor C*AGC in Eq. 17 can be calculated 
byy equating P o n = P o f f : 

1 1 
« A G CC = 

P8kvv + Ps 
11 + SNRT 

(21) ) 

Iff Qdigo is assumed to be zero, the signal-to-noise ratio 
afterr adding is: 

SNRSNRaddadd = 
NNdishdish - 1 SNRr SNRr 

1 ++ 1 + 
Ndiah h + + sky y 

- 1 1 SNRSNRrecrec + 1 ' 
(22) ) 

wheree again Pdlg has been included in P s y s assuming tha t 
•Pdigg "^ Psys- For small values of PSky and SNRrec, this 
equationn can be approximated by: 

SNRSNR&dd&dd « (TVdish - 1) SNRTec 

( P s k y « - P s y s , S i V R r e c « l ) .. (23) 

SNRg.SNRg.dddd is now proportional to iVdish — 1- Note t ha t the 
SNRSNRaddadd in Eq. 22 has a maximum value t ha t is not de
pendentt on SNRrec. For large values of P p s r , and hence of 
SNRSNRrecrec,, the signal during the on-pulse is completely co
herentt (Psky a n d P s y s in Eq. 17 can be neglected) and the 
AGCC prevents higher values of P p s r leading to an increase 

off the SJVHadd-
Thee last case is where the pulsation is so fast t ha t the 

modulationn is unaffected by the AGC: C*AGC = 1. If more 
thann two bits are used in the digitisation process described 
inn Sect. 3.5, adigo is almost equal to unity and SNRAdd is 
alsoo given by Eq. 20. If Psky is small compared to P s y s , 
thiss equation can be approximated by 

SNR, SNR, add d Wdishh SNRr (P s k yy <C P s y s ) , (24) ) 

Fig.. 7. Signal-to-noise ratio of an observation of PSR 
B1937+211 at 1360 MHz as a function of the number of dishes 
inn the adding box. The solid line is the best linear relation 
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Fig.. 8. Signal-to-noise ratio of an observation of PSR 
B2111+466 at 1360 MHz as a function of the number of dishes 
inn the adding box. The solid line is the best linear relation 

wheree the outgoing SNR is proportional to the number of 
dishes,, as derived in Sect. 2. 

Inn the case t ha t c*digO is not equal to unity (i.e. 1.5 
andd 2-bit digitisation), t he situation will be between the 
twoo extremes tha t were described above, while the final 
SNRSNR for small values of Psky will be between the SNRs 
off those cases and hence proportional to (iVdish — <5), with 
00 < 5 < 1, depending on the value of a. 

Wee conclude tha t to first order the signal-to-noise ratio 
increasess linearly with the number of dishes due to the 
additionn of the signals. An extra correction is needed if 
thee modulation is affected by the AGC: 

SNRaddd = r ; a dd(^ rec , Ndish,SNRd igo) iVdish SNRdig0. (25) 

Too illustrate the dependency of the SNR on the num
berr of dishes of an array we performed two observations, 
withh the WSRT in combination with PuMa (Voute et 
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al.. 2001), one of a very fast and highly dispersed pulsar, 
PSRR B1937+21 and one of a slow pulsar PSR B2111+46. 

Wee observed PSR B1937+21 with eight bands of 10 
MHzz all centered at 1360 MHz. Each band contained the 
signall from a different number of dishes. The pulses of this 
pulsarr are dispersed over 1.5 times the pulse period at this 
frequency.frequency. So, there is no modulation at the AGC and the 
factorr a in Eq. 17 can be set to unity. 

Sincee all bands had the same frequency and were ob
servedd simultaneously, the phase of the pulse was the same 
inn each observation. We defined an on- and off-pulse in
tervall and applied these to the observed profiles from all 
eightt bands. The means during the on- and off-pulse were 
determined,, together with their uncertainties. The rms of 
thee off-pulse was measured and was corrected as if the 
timee series had a bin width equal to the on-pulse width. 
Fromm these numbers the signal-to-noise ratio was calcu
lated.. Figure 7 shows the observed SNR as a function of 
thee number of dishes. A linear fit through the points re
sultss in: 

SNRSNR = (2.3  0.3)iVdish + (0.3  1.5), (26) ) 

withh a reduced x2 of 0.56. This fit is consistent with a pro
portionall relation between the SNR and Nd i sh as expected 
fromm Eq. 24. This means that indeed P sky < Psys, which 
iss also expected since the 21-cm receivers that were used 
havee Tsys « 27 K at 1360 MHz and Tsky is about 3 K. 

PSRR B2111+46 was consecutively observed twice with 
differentt sets of dishes in each band. The scintillation time 
off this pulsar is long enough that a constant flux can be 
assumed.. This is confirmed by the fact that each of the 
twoo observations had one band containing 7 dishes and 
thee same SNR was observed in both bands (within the 
errors). . 

Forr this pulsar the dispersion smearing was 5 ms, which 
iss shorter than the pulse width of 32 ms. The AGC corrects 
forr all modulation. 

Thee observed values of the SNR are plotted in Fig. 8. 
AA linear fit gives 

Fig.. 9. Generalised signalpath in a digital filterbank.The signal 
iss digitised and Fourier transformed. The data in each chan
nell are squared and smoothed by adding consecutive samples. 
Finally,, the floats are mapped onto n-bit integers 

Squaringg is necessary since folding the unsquared data 
doess not improve the SNR2 and its Fourier spectrum 
showss no signature at the pulse frequency. However, the 
Fourierr spectrum of squared data does have such a sig
naturee (see Appendix). Averaging squared data does im
provee the SNR (Sect. 5.2). 

Thee data need to be dedispersed to remove (at least 
somee of) the smearing of the pulses. There are two ways 
too dedisperse the data: coherently (Hankins 1971) and in
coherentlyy (Taylor & Huguenin 1971). When dedispersing 
incoherentlyy the band is split into smaller channels. The 
dataa in these channels are squared and delayed with re
spectt to each other before being added together. The dis
persionn smearing in the final data is equal to the smearing 
inn one channel. 

Splittingg into channels can be achieved in two ways. 
Traditionally,, analogue mixers and filters are used. 
However,, recently digital filterbanks have been used, 
wheree the data are digitised and Fourier transformed. This 
filterfilter bank can be an on-line pulsar backend, such as PuMa 
(App.. B) or an off-line computer that reads the sampled 
andd stored data and reduces them further in memory. 
Here,, we discuss the general signalpath of such a digi
tall filterbank backend (Fig. 9) connected directly to the 
addingg unit of a telescope. 

SNRSNR = (4.7  0.1)ATdish - (4.7  0.1) (27)) 4.2. Digitisation and sampling 

andd a reduced x2 of 2.7. This relation is consistent with 
onee which goes through the point 7Vdish = 1, SNR = 0, as 
wass expected from Eq. 23. 

Wee conclude that the dependency on the number of 
dishess that we derived is confirmed by these observations. 

4.. Signalpat h in a digita l filterban k 

4.1.4.1. Introduction 

Onlyy a few pulsars are strong enough that the individual 
pulsess can be found in the raw data. In general the signal 
hass to be squared and dedispersed and after that averaged 
(folded)) or Fourier transformed, to find the pulse. 

Afterr the addition of the signals from all the dishes, the 
signall closely resembles that of a single dish and is usually 
analoguee again. It therefore needs to be digitised. 

Thee effect on the SNR depends on the value of the 
incomingg SNR: 

SNRSNRdlgldlgl = i7digi(SJVfladd) SNRadd, (28) ) 

wheree 77digl is again the digitiser efficiency factor. For 
smalll values of SNRAdd this factor is 0.55, 0.92, 1.00 
forr an equidistant 2, 4 and 8-bit digitiser, respectively 

Bothh the sky background and the pulsar component are 
uncorrelatedd noise, so the variance of the signal during the on-
andd off-pulse will increase with the square root of the number 
off periods that are added and their ratio does not change. 
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(Kouwenhovenn fa Voute 2001). The data are sampled at 
thee Nyquist rate. If the data are at baseband (i.e. the band 
runss from zero to B) the sampling time rsanip is: 

'samp p 
1 1 

2B 2B 

4.3.4.3. Fourier transform 

Thee band is split into smaller channels by performing 
Fourierr transforms on consecutive blocks of data. To get 
NNcchh channels, blocks of 2Nch samples are needed per 
transform.. These samples are multiplied with cosines and 
siness of specific angles to calculate the real and imaginary 
Fourierr coefficients H™ and Hj^. 

HlHlee = 

Hr Hr 

1 1 2 A U - 1 1 

fch h • ' " " A Ü 1 1 vm^vm^ § h 

11 " ! ^ \ . T]k 
.. ,T > hj sin -=—, V ^^  £j  3 N c h ' 

(30) ) 

(31) ) 

wheree hj is the incoming time series. For each channel k 
thee time series i?£e and H™ have a Gaussian distribu
tion,, since the distribution function of a sum of Gaussian 
variabless (i.e. hj) is again Gaussian. The means of the the 
reall and imaginary time series are zero. The variance of 
thee real time series in channel k is calculated by averaging 
thee squares of N samples of the time series (tf£e)f. Since 
thee cross-terms of the squaring of Eq. 30 average out, the 
variancee is: 

aaie,k ie,k 
11 N _ 1 

(=0 0 

11 V"^ 1 V ^ 1,2 2 *3k 
NN U2N* J=o ch h 

ww 2 a ' 

wheree a2 is the variance of the time series before the 
Fourierr transform. A similar equation holds for the imag
inaryy coefficients. So, for each channel k the time series 
Hf.Hf.ee and i/j.m have a Gaussian distribution function with 
meann zero and variance CT2/2. 

Thee SNR in each individual time series H  ̂ is equal to 
thee SNR of the incoming time series hj, since the ratio in 
Eq.. 12 has not changed by the Fourier transforms. There 
aree now 2iVch time series, each with a time resolution: 

1 1 N, , 
rsampp — 2J\ch « n " rj 

ch h (33) ) 

So,, time resolution has been converted into spectral reso
lution. . 

Thiss decrease in time resolution broadens the pulse if 
thee width Wrec in Eq. 10 (with the channel bandwidth 
usedd to calculate W ŝ in Eq. 8) is of the same order as 

thee sampling time r^mp. We now estimate the new pulse 
widthh by: 

^FFTT « y/W  ̂ + Wl+T* 
samp" " 

(34) ) 

(29)) When the number of channels are doubled, the sampling 
timee r s a m p doubles and the smearing width W? halves. 
Obviously,, WFFT ' S n e a r minimum, when Wds and r s amp 

aree almost equal. 

4.4.4.4. Squaring 

Thee squares of the data are calculated by squaring 
andd adding the real and imaginary components of the 
Fourierr coefficients. Since the unsquared coefficients have 
aa Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance | a2 , 
thee squared coefficients have a x2-distribution with one 
degreee of freedom with mean | a2 and variance ^ cr4 (see 
Fig.. 3d). After adding the real and imaginary coefficients 
thee data have a x2-distribution with two degrees of free
domm with mean a2 and variance <r4. 

Thee signal is now called detected. Since the signal has 
aa non-zero mean, the power is not equal to the variance 
anymore,, so Eq. 12 is no longer valid. From this point 
anotherr SNR definition is used (e.g. Bhattacharya 1997): 

SNRSNR = 
Coff f 

(35) ) 

wheree ^ o n and ^0ff are the mean during the on- and off-
pulse,, respectively and aQf[  is the standard deviation of the 
off-pulsee noise. As the real coefficients after the Fourier 
transformm have a variance of |((jp + cr2) during the on-
pulse,, the SNR equals cr2/<r2. After squaring the SNR has 
decreasedd by a factor \ /2, according to Eq. 35. However, 
afterr adding the real and imaginary coefficients, the SNR 
iss equal again to the SNR before squaring. 

Thee Fourier spectrum of this time series shows a peak 
att the pulsar frequency. 

(32)) 4,5. Smoothing 

Thee main reason for smoothing is to reduce the amount 
off data. If the time resolution of Nch/B is higher than is 
needed,, consecutive samples can be added together (Fig. 
3d).. Adding N8m samples increases the sampling time to: 

Tsampp = ^ • (36) 

Thee rms an during the off-pulse increases by a factor 
\ /N8 m ,, since the noise is incoherent. However, during the 
on-pulsee the mean level increases by a factor N s m . Hence, 
thee SNR increases by a factor \/Nsm (Eq. 35): 

SNRsnSNRsn = y/N  ̂ SNRs^. (37) 

Thee distribution function of the data changes into a x2-
distributionn with 2Nsm degrees of freedom with mean 
N s mm a2 and variance N sm cr4, with a2 again the variance 
off the signal before the Fourier transform. For large values 
off N sm this distribution approaches a Gaussian with the 
samee mean and variance as before the transform. 
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4.6.4.6. Float-to-integer conversion 

Sincee the data are floats again after the Fourier transform, 
theyy are usually mapped onto an n-bit integer before being 
stored.. This mapping process is similar to the digitisation 
describedd in earlier sections. An example is shown in Fig. 
3e,, where the data are 2-bit mapped and the mapping 
thresholdss are set on the basis of the off-pulse mean and 
rmss levels. 

Mappingg leads to a change in the SNR: 

SNRj^SNRj ̂ = T?dig2(SNiïsm) SNftadd. (38) 

Sincee the data have been squared in the mean time, the 
SNRSNR losses are now different from the ones described in 
Sect.. 4.2. If enough samples are added together so that 
thee distribution function has become Gaussian, the SNR 
efficiencyy factor Tjdtg2 for small values of SNR*m is 0.80, 
0.94,, 0.98 and 1.00 for 1, 2, 4 and 8-bit mapping, respec
tively.. For larger values of SNRam or for the case that the 
distributionn is still a x2-runction the efficiency factor is 
derivedd by Kouwenhoven &c Voute (2001). 

Iff the frequency band is not flat and the mapping 
thresholdss are not set for each frequency channel indi
vidually,, this can lead to strange effects and to an extra 
degradationn of the SNR of the signal. This is illustrated is 
Appendixx B. 

5.. Off-lin e data reductio n 

Thee data are stored by the digital filterbank backend and 
aree further processed off-line by a computer. 

5.1.5.1. Channel and polarisation adding 

Thee data are read back and the JVch channels are added 
togetherr after delaying them with respect to each other 
too compensate for dispersion. Again the rms of the off-
pulsee noise increases by a factor y/Nch and the mean of 
thee off-pulse increases by Nch. 

Att this point the data from both polarisations (if avail
able)) can be added together to determine the total inten
sityy of the signal (Stokes I parameter). Most telescopes 
aree sensitive in two polarisations: whether in X and Y, 
iff the frontends have linear dipoles or in L and R, if the 
frontendss have circular dipoles. If the pulsar is equally 
strongg in both polarisations (that is: Stokes Q must be 
zeroo for linear dipoles and Stokes V must be zero for cir
cularr dipoles), the SNR increases by a factor y/Npo\ = y/2 
whenn both signals are added. 

SiVRchh = y/NchNpol SNR*m. (39) 

Iff the SNRs in both polarisations are not equal, their 
meanss add linearly and the off-pulse rms is the square 
roott of the sum of both variances. 

5.2.5.2. Folding 

Finally,, the time series is folded with the pulse period. 
Thee time series has length of 7Vsamp = Tobs/Tsamp samples, 

wheree robs is the observation duration. If the final profile 
hass Nbin bins, the data are averaged effectively by a factor 
NNSAmpSAmp/N\y/N\yinin.. This leads to an improvement of the SNR: 

wheree r samp is given in Eq. 36. If the time resolution in the 
finall profile is equal to the sampling time (JVbin = p/r s a m p , 
wheree p is the pulsar period), the data are averaged by the 
numberr of periods in the data (rob s /p). This is also shown 
inn Fig. 3g, where 8 periods have been averaged. If a larger 
numberr of bins is chosen, consecutive data points in the 
profilee are no longer independent. 

6.. Compariso n wit h literatur e 

Thee SNR in the final profile of a fast pulsar observed with 
veryy low sky background radiation is: 

SNRSNR = n NdishG /ApoiffTobs _p_ 
'Tskyy + r s y s y ATbin ' 

wheree the efficiency factor ij  equals: 

VV = ^add fWrec^d i sh .SNRdigoJ -T /d igx fSNRadd) -

r)dir)di gg2(SNR2(SNRsmsm) ) 

andd the width W is equal to 

(41) ) 

(42) ) 

WKWKKKWLWL + W. ds s 
- 4 - T 22 4-11 'samp * \N\Nhinhin)) ' (43) ) 

wheree r s amp is the effective sampling time after smooth
ingg (Eq. 36), Wds is the dispersion smearing within one 
channell and an extra term is added for the broadening ef
fectt due to the binning of the data. Note that the SNR is 
nott dependent on the the number of channels and the ef
fectivee sampling time anymore: only the total bandwidth 
andd observation time are of interest. 

Thee number of bins is still a free parameter. The max
imumm SNR is obtained when A^bin is as small as possible 
withoutt affecting the pulse, so when the bin size equals 
thee pulse width: ATbin = p/W. Eq. 41 now reduces to: 

SNRSNR = r] 
Tskyy + Tt sys s 

II / P 
VV Npol B Tobs * / —- S. 

VV w 
(44) ) 

However,, this is only possible when W < p. If W > 
(p(p - W) the bin size should be set to match p - W. In 
thatt case, Eq. 41 reduces to: 

SNRSNR = r} Wdishh G 
TskyTsky + Tt sys s 

VfÜB^^zELs.VfÜB^^zELs. (45) 
w w 

Vivekanandd et al. (1982) showed that the equations for 
thesee two limits can be combined into one equation that 
iss valid for all cases with p < W. They averaged all off-
pulsee samples into one bin of length p~W and all on-pulse 
sampless into a second bin of length W. They defined the 
signal-to-noisee ratio as the difference between these two 
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bins,, divided by the uncertainty in the difference determi
nation.. Prom this it follows: 

 sky ~r J sys 

p-W p-W 

w w 
(46) ) 

Deweyy et al. (1985) studied the sensitivity of untar-
getedd pulsar searches made with a single-dish telescope 
andd a analog filterbank. They found: 

 ° 
77 Tsky + T£ sys s 

V i V p o i S r o b 8 ^ ^ - ^ S ,, (47) 

wheree 7 is a constant "related to the various losses", which 
forr their search is determined to be about 1.5. When this 
equationn is compared to our equation 46, the gain G is 
replacedd by Nte[G and 7 - 1 is specified by 77 (Eq. 42). 

Deweyy et al. (1985) define the width W as: 

^ = \ W n tt + (/^amp)2 + 
(TDM\ (TDM\ 

\DMo) \DMo) 
++ ( ^ W f ) 2 , (48) 

wheree /? iss a constant that "accounts for the filtering done 
priorr to the final sampling". The third term represents the 
dispersionn broadening of the pulse and is equal to Wds. 
Thee last term is for extra broadening that occurs when 
thee dedispersion is done with a slightly wrong dispersion 
measure.. This happens during untargeted pulsar searches, 
butt we neglect this term in our analysis. However, we have 
addedd an additional term to compensate for a possible 
broadeningg due to the binning of the final profile. 

Wee conclude that our relation between the observed 
SNRSNR and the pulsar flux S is in agreement with the result 
byy Dewey et al. for observations of fast pulsars with low 
skyy background radiation (i.e. approximation 24 can be 
made).. For other observations the dependency on iVdish in 
Eq.. 46 is slightly different. 
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Appendi xx A: Fourie r spectru m of a pulse d signa l 

Considerr a sinusoidal signal with angular frequency w, 
whichh is modulated with a sinusoid with modulation (i.e. 
pulsar)) frequency um (um <£: u). The signal S(t) can be 
writtenn as: 

S(t)S(t) = A sinwf(l + m sinumt) 

—— A sinujt + -Am (cos(u> — um)t — COS(LJ +u}m)t), 

(A.1) ) 

wheree A is the amplitude of the signal and m is the mod
ulationn index (0 < m < 1). Its Fourier spectrum contains 
powerr at three frequencies: u, u> — u m and u + wm, but 

noo power at the modulation frequency u/m. This can be 
generalisedd to Gaussian noise (i.e. a sum of sinusoids with 
varyingg amplitudes), which is modulated with a pulse pro
filefile that can be decomposed into sinusoids. Again, there 
iss no feature at the modulation frequencies in the Fourier 
spectrum. . 

Thee square of the amplitude-modulated signal of Eq. 
A.11 can be written as (A = 1): 

SS22(t)(t) = [ - + ~m 2 J (1 -cos2a>£) + 

sin(2o;; -j- um)t — sin(2w — wm)i 
m m smujsmujmmtt — 

11 3 
++ T m 

4 4 
—— cos 2ujmt -f 

cos(2u>> + 2u/m)r. + cos(2tJ — 2u/m)£ 
(A.2) ) 

Thus,, the squared signal contains frequencies at ujm 

andd 2tum. In general the Fourier spectrum of squared 
amplitude-modulatedd data shows a peak at the modula
tionn frequency. 

Appendi xx B: The effec t of float-to-intege r 
conversio nn in PuMa 

PuMaa is a digital Pulsar Machine that was designed for 
usee at the WSRT (Voute et al. 2001). The main part of 
PuMaa consists of 192 Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) 
thatt process the incoming signals. It is flexible: for each ob
servationn a different program with different observational 
parameterss can be loaded into the DSPs. It has a base
bandd recording and a digital filterbank mode (Voute &; 
vann Haren 1999). In the filterbank mode it is capable of 
usingg the full 80 MHz of available bandwidth, even for 
pulsarss with a very high dispersion measure. 

Thee first stage in PuMa is an analog unit. The 16 in
comingg signals (eight 10 MHz bands times two polarisa
tions)) are mixed with a local oscillator signal of 11.25 MHz 
andd are low-pass filtered. The resulting low-frequency 
bandd runs from 0 to 10 MHz. The signals are 12-bit digi
tisedd and sampled at 20 MHz (Nyquist rate). 

Thee continuous time series h(t) is now a discrete time 
seriess hj with a time resolution of 50 ns. At this point the 
dataa are Fourier transformed and squared. The squared X 
andd Y signals are added to get the Stokes I data. These 
totall intensity data are smoothed by adding consecutive 
sampless together. The smoothed data are subsequently 
mappedd onto an n-bit integer. t 

Thiss mapping process is analogous to digitisation. 
However,, in PuMa the digitiser (i.e. mapping) thresholds 
aree set identically for all channels. Since the incoming 
bandd is not flat, the thresholds can not be set optimally 
forr all channels. This can have an enormous impact on 
thee digitiser efficiency factor, especially when the data are 
smoothedd a lot. 

Thiss is illustrated in Fig. B.l. The upper panel shows 
thee distribution over the bit values per frequency chan-
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Fig.. B . l . Distribution per channel (Nrmch = 64) of the output 
sampless of a sky observation with 16 (top panel) and 384 (bot
tom)) samples added (s2a) before they are mapped onto 8-bit 
integers.. The panels on the right give the distribution of the 
outputt samples over the whole 10-MHz band. The solid and 
thee dashed lines indicate the thresholds for 2-bit mapping in 
casee Na = 2 and 3, respectively 

nell of an 8-bit observation with 64 channels and 16 sam
pless added together. The middle threshold was set a t the 
meann of the total signal (see the grey-scale on the right of 
thee figure), the other thresholds of the 8-bit digitiser were 
equidistantlyy spread over four times the root-mean-square 
(a)(a) towards both sides of the mean (i.e. Na = 4). 

Thee means of the distribution form the accolade shape 
(i.e.. the band shape). The modulation product at 1.25 
MHzz is also clearly visible. The solid lines indicate the 
thresholdss of a 2-bit mapping with Na = 2, i.e. the thresh
oldss are at the mean /i of the signal and at  For all 
frequencyy channels at least three of the four levels are 
used. . 

However,, if the number of samples t ha t are added to
getherr increases to 384, the distribution in each frequency 
channell becomes narrower, while for the band as a whole it 
remainss almost as wide, since it is determined by the shape 
off the band (lower panel of Fig. B . l ) . If 2-bit mapping is 
appliedd in this observation, only one level is adressed in 
mostt of the channels. For small values of the SNR this is 
effectivelyy a 0-bit mapping. Setting Nff to three improves 
thee result slightly (dashed lines in Fig. B . l ) : it is now ef
fectivelyy a 1-bit mapping. 

Figuree B.2 shows the observed bandpasses for different 
mappingss (1-bit, 2-bit with Na = 2 and 3, 4-bit with Na = 
3)) and for different values for the number of added samples 
(s2aa = 1 , 2 , 4 , . . . , 128,192,384). In the case of 1 and 2-
bitt mapping the bands become highly distorted for large 

Frequencyy (MHz 

Fig.. B.2 . Bandpass of a sky observation as a function of 
thee number of added samples (s2a) in PuMa observations. 
Observationss were made with 64 channels and 1-bit, 2-bit 
(N(Nffff = 2.0 and 3.0) and 4-bit output samples. The dotted lines 
aree the bandpasses for s2a = 16 (for comparison) 

valuess of s2a. Four-bit mapping does not suffer from this 
effect. . 
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changess of the SNR and especially the digitisation losses. 
Therefore,, we provide a theoretical description of a digi-
tiserr and compare the test results of PuMa with this the
ory. . 

Sectionn 2 describes the input signal we have used for 
ourr derivations and calculations. Section 3 describes a gen
erall digitiser and the settings of its free parameters, in 
particularr for a 1, 1.5, 2, 4 and 8-bit digitiser. In Sect. 
44 the effect of the digitisation is studied as a function of 
thee incoming SNR, starting with the case of a 2-bit digi
tiser.. We compare the results with measurements made 
withh PuMa in Sect. 5. Finally, we discuss the difference 
betweenn our theory and work presented in earlier papers 
(Sect.. 6). 

2.. Descriptio n o f th e inpu t signa l 

Twoo types of signal can be distinguished: raw voltage data 
('undetectedd signal') and squared voltage data (power 
dataa or a 'detected signal'). In the latter case the dis
tributionn of the signal can be x2 o r Gaussian. The effects 
off digitisation differ for all these cases and each will be 
describedd separately. In this section we first describe the 
signall itself. 

(a)) Pulsar sign 

(b)) Noise 

(c)) Pulsar signal + nois e 

tt  ^ f t l f f ^ 

(fl)) Squored sign 

\/\%^^^ \/\%^^^ 

2.1.2.1. Undetected signal 

Wee start with a generalised pulsed signal. The incoming 
signall x(t) has two components: a constant noise compo
nentt xn(t), which is the sum of the sky background, the 
receiverr noise etc. and secondly, the signal xp(t) from the 
pulsar,, which is a periodic increase of the noise level. It is 
assumedd that this signal has a rectangular envelope: zero 
duringg the intervals in which the pulsar signal is beamed 
awayy from us ('off-pulse') and with a constant power dur
ingg the intervals W in which the pulse can be seen ('on-
pulse').. An example is shown in Fig. la-c. 

x{t)x{t) = XXnn(t) (t) (off-pulse) ) 
xxnn(t)(t) + xp(t) (on-pulse). 

Thee off- and on-pulse intervals repeat with the pulsar rota
tionn period. For real pulsars the power will change within 
thee on-pulse in a way that is characteristic for each pulsar 
(thee pulse 'profile'). This is not considered in this paper. 

Bothh components are Gaussian, i.e. have a Gaussian 
distributionn function f(x): 

f{x)=G^{x)f{x)=G^{x) = 
ff2n 2n 

 e 
jx-tjV jx-tjV 

5„2 2 (2) ) 

wheree ji  is the mean and a2 the variance of the signal 
x(t)x(t) (a is called the standard deviation). The signals xn(t) 
andd xp(t) are both voltage time series and have a zero 
mean:: /zn — fip — 0. The variance of both components are 
<72,, and dp, respectively. Since the sum of two Gaussian 
signalss has again a Gaussian distribution, xn(t) + xp(t) is 
alsoo Gaussian. It has a mean //p+n = 0 and a variance 

'p+n n ==  <rï  + a 11 (see Fis. 2a] 

Fig.. 1. Time series of a pulsar signal with a rectangular enve
lopee (a) and noise from the receiver and the background sky 
(b).. The addition of these signals is modulated Gaussian noise 
(c).. The dotted lines mark the boundaries between the on-
andd off-pulse. The mean (dashed line) of the input signal is 
constantt over the whole interval. After squaring the mean in
creasess during the on-pulse (d). The distribution of the signal 
iss changed by smoothing, but this does not affect the (rela
tive)) means (e). All vertical scales are arbitrary. The strength 
off the pulsar signal is highly exaggerated compared to most 
reall pulsar observations 

Fig.. 2. Gaussian distribution function of the signal during the 
off-pulsee (solid line) and the on-pulse (dashed line). In case of 
ann undetected signal (a) the distribution becomes wider during 
thee on-pulse: the standard deviation increases from an to crp+n-
Inn case of a detected and smoothed signal (b) the distribution 
shiftss towards higher values by an amount //. Below the plots 
thee digitiser thresholds (vertical dashes) and output values X 
aree indicated for the case of 2-bit digitiser 


